Abstract: The energy of a graph was introduced by I.Gutman [4] and its bound were obtained by .Balakrishnan [9] .Subsequently the Minimum Dominating Energy was introduced by [8] R.Rajeshkanna.Then Mean Energy (Menergy) was introduced by LauraBuggy, Amaliailiuc, KatelynMccall, and Duyguyen [7] . In this paper, we studied the Mean Domination Energy for some standard graphs and obtained its bounds.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of energy of a graph was introduced by I. 
Minimum Dominating Energy (MDE):
The minimum dominating energy  of graph is given by the sum of absolute values of Eigen values of the minimum dominating matrix.
Minimum Mean Dominating Energy (MMDE):
The mean dominating energy of is defined as    where is the average of the Eigen values    of the minimum dominating matrix.
Complete Graph: A graph K n is complete if every pair of vertices are connected by an edge. Star Graph: A star graph K 1,n-1 of order n is a tree on n nodes with one node is having vertex degree (n-1) and all the other (n-1) nodes having vertex degree 1. 

. ( ≥ Proof: K n is Complete graph on n-vertices, the vertex set is given by    . The minimum dominating set is a singleton set, let us assume that  .Then the minimum dominating matrix
The characteristic polynomial is ₳ D (K n ) - | and computed as:
The Eigen values are: one is of multiplicity (n-2) and other two are simple roots; they are   . 
And hence the Mean  

Minimum Dominating Energy is
     
is Star Graph which is a bipartite graph with vertex set     Let us take v 1 be the vertex in the one set and remaining (n-1) vertices are in the other set. Hence, the minimum dominating set is   Then the minimum dominating matrix
Then the characteristic polynomial is given by 
